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It is a traditional virtue of Chinese nation to be honest. However, in 
the process of building our country's socialist market economy system, 
there are many discredit phenomena. Market economy is not only rule of 
law but also rule of credit. Credit is a prerequisite and basis for market 
economy. Under the conditions of market economy, tax credit as part of 
social credit is the cornerstone for tax administration, the foundation of 
tax morals standard and the safeguard of legal taxation. However, tax 
discredit phenomena are very serious at present, and become an important 
reason to tax loss. Further more, it not only influences the construction of 
socialist market economy system, but also becomes a yoke of economic 
development of our country. Among modern market economy countries, 
tax credit system has developed into a complete and perfect degree. But 
in our country, it is still at the stage of creation. So, it is necessary for our 
country to adopt international experience to accelerate the paces of tax 
credit construction, and offer a fair, sincere, orderly tax environment for 
economic development. 
Chapter one is introduction. This chapter introduces the research 
background, constructs the meaning of tax credit system, and reviews 
research on tax credit home and abroad. 
Chapter two is credit and tax credit. This chapter defines the 















characteristics of credit. On the base of discussing the relationships 
between tax credit and law, the definition of tax credit becomes clearer. 
Chapter three is current situation of tax credit in our country and 
theoretical analysis. This chapter shows that there are a large number of 
tax discredit phenomena in tax using, collecting, paying and agency. It 
becomes very necessary to carry on a deep research on tax credit. Based 
on this, gamble theory, rent-seeking theory and information asymmetry 
theory are used to find out reasons to tax discredit and realizing 
conditions of tax credit.  
Chapter four is basic international credit mode and lessons. In the 
world, tax credit has three kinds of basic modes: American mode, 
Japanese mode and European mode. Through comparison, successful 
experiences are concluded in legal environment, intermediary services, 
database and computer applications.  
Chapter five is construction of our country’s tax credit system. This 
chapter primarily put forward some preliminary ideas to the construction 
of our country’s tax credit system from formal constraints, 
implementation mechanisms and informal constraints. 
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② Radner,1981, Monitoring Cooperative Agreements in a Repeated Principal-Agent Relationship, 
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